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CONSTRUCTING EQUIVARIANT VECTOR BUNDLES VIA THE BGG
CORRESPONDENCE
SEBASTIAN POSUR
Abstract. We describe a strategy for the construction of finitely generatedG-equivariant
Z-graded modules M over the exterior algebra for a finite group G. By an equivariant ver-
sion of the BGG correspondence, M defines an object F in the bounded derived category
of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on projective space. We develop a necessary condition
for F being isomorphic to a vector bundle that can be simply read off from the Hilbert
series of M . Combining this necessary condition with the computation of finite excerpts of
the cohomology table of F makes it possible to enlist a class of equivariant vector bundles
on P4 that we call strongly determined in the case where G is the alternating group on 5
points.
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1. Introduction
Interesting problems concerning vector bundles on projective space have remained open
for many years. For example, Hartshorne conjectures in [Har74] that there are no inde-
composable vector bundles of rank 2 on PnC for n ě 7, which is equivalent to the conjecture
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that every codimension 2 nonsingular subvariety of PnC is a complete intersection for n ě 7.
Furthermore, the only known rank 2 indecomposable vector bundle on P4C is the famous
Horrocks-Mumford bundle [HM73] (up to twists by line bundles and pullbacks by finite
maps [DS87]). It is unclear whether there exist more such vector bundles.
The purpose of this paper is to provide tools for the construction of G-equivariant vector
bundles on projective space for a finite group G over a splitting field k. The main idea is
to start with a triple of Z-graded irreducible k-representations V, T, U of G concentrated
in degrees ´1, t, u P Z (where we assume t ­“ u), and to consider G-equivariant E-linear
graded maps of the form
pφ : E bk pn`1ľW bk T q ÝÑ E bk pn`1ľW bk Uq,
where dimkpV q “ n`1, E “
Ź
V is the graded exterior algebra of V , andW :“ HomkpV, kq
the graded k-dual. Due to an equivariant version of the famous BGG correspondence, the
module M “ ker pφ corresponds to an object F in the bounded derived category of G-
equivariant coherent sheaves on PV with some hypercohomology groups prescribed by T
and U . The tools described in this paper will then help us with the decision whether F is
isomorphic to a vector bundle.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the theoretical background of our
construction strategy. We start with a review of the classical BGG correspondence in
Subsection 2.1 and show how it can be used for the computation of hypercohomology
groups (Subsection 2.2). In Subsection 2.3 we state our construction strategy of objects
F in DbpCohPV q in the non-equivariant case, where CohPV is the category of coherent
sheaves on PV . The next two subsections are concerned with the question when F is
isomorphic to a vector bundle. This question can in theory be decided by finding two
particularly sparse columns in the cohomology table of F (Lemma 2.7), but since we
cannot in practice compute the entire cohomology table for finding (or disproving the
existence) of two such columns, we also give a necessary condition in Corollary 2.11 that
can be simply read off from the Hilbert series of M “ ker pφ (and thus is computationally
quite cheap). Subsection 2.6 and Subsection 2.7 lift the BGG correspondence and our
construction strategy to the G-equivariant setup.
In Section 3 we apply our tools in the case where G is the alternating group A5 on 5
points and V is its unique irreducible representation of dimension 5. We construct all those
G-equivariant vector bundles for which the corresponding map pφ is already determined (up
to non-zero scalar) by its source and range. We call such vector bundles strongly deter-
mined. Interestingly, in the case G “ A5, all such bundles turn out to have supernatural
cohomology, a notion of importance in Boij-Söderberg theory [ES09]. We summarize our
findings in Theorem 3.6.
All necessary computations for obtaining Theorem 3.6 were performed with Cap [GSP17],
a software project for category theory implemented in GAP [GAP17]. We address our strat-
egy to compute in a G-equivariant E-linear setup on the computer in Appendix B.
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Notation. By a module we will always mean a left module. A graded module is under-
stood as a Z-graded module over a Z-graded ring. Given a graded module M “
À
iPZMi,
its twist by d P Z is denoted byMpdq “
À
iPZMd`i. Similarly, the twist by d of a coherent
sheaf F (or more generally of a cochain complex of coherent sheaves) on projective space
is denoted by Fpdq “ F b Opdq. If we consider an object T in a triangulated category
T , its translation by d is denoted by T rds. If we say a property holds for F up to
translation and twist, e.g., being isomorphic to a vector bundle with Chern polynomial
given by 1 ` 2h2 ` 2h3, we mean that this property is true for at least one of the objects
in tFpdqres | d, e P Zu.
2. Constructing equivariant vector bundles via the BGG correspondence
2.1. The BGG correspondence. Let k be a field, n P N0, and V be an pn ` 1q-
dimensional Z-graded k-vector space concentrated in degree ´1. We denote by W the
graded k-dual of V which is necessarily concentrated in degree 1. We write E :“
Ź
V for
the graded exterior algebra of V , and S :“ SympW q for the graded symmetric algebra of
W . Let E-grmod denote the abelian category of finitely generated graded E-modules. Its
corresponding stable category E-grmod is the quotient category of E-grmod modulo those
morphisms that factor over a projective object. Since E-grmod is a Frobenius category,
i.e., it has enough projectives and injectives, and these two classes of objects coincide,
E-grmod can be equipped with a triangulated structure [GM94, Theorem 2.9]. If we re-
gard a graded E-module M as an object in E-grmod, we shall write M . Furthermore, we
denote the category of coherent sheaves on projective space PV :“ ProjpSq by CohPV ,
and its bounded derived category by DbpCohPV q.
Theorem 2.1 (BGG). There is an equivalence of triangulated categories
BGG : E-grmod
„
ÝÑ DbpCohPV q
that maps kpiq to OPV piqr´is for all i P Z. Here, we regard k » E{ radpEq as a graded
E-module concentrated in degree 0.
The BGG correspondence was first proved in [BGG78]. A more detailed construction
and proof of its correctness can be found in [OSS11, Appendix].
2.2. Tate sequences and hypercohomology. The BGG correspondence provides a
great computational tool for sheaf cohomology (Theorem 2.5) that we are now going to ex-
plain. We will use the more general language of Frobenius categories and stable categories
in the sense of [GM94] (since this language also applies to the equivariant setup discussed
in Subsection 2.6), but it is safe to simply think of E-grmod and E-grmod.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a Frobenius category and let K‚pAq denote its category of
cochain complexes with cochain homotopy classes as morphisms. The category of Tate
sequences TatepAq is defined as the full subcategory of K‚pAq generated by (possibly
infinite) acyclic cochain complexes only having projective objects in each cohomological
degree.
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Note that TatepAq inherits a triangulated structure from K‚pAq. Moreover, sending a
cochain complex in TatepAq to its 0-th syzygy object yields a functor
Syz : TatepAq Ñ A
mapping into the stable category of A. We also get a functor the other way around using
the following construction.
Construction 2.3. Let A P A. Take a projective resolution P ‚ ։ A and an injective
resolution P ãÑ I‚. Joining both resolutions with the differential
P 0 ։ A ãÑ I0
(having cohomological degree 0) yields an acyclic cochain complex of projectives, thus a
Tate sequence, denoted by TatepAq.
See [GM94, Chapter 5, 2.9.1] for the following folklore theorem.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a Frobenius category. Then the two constructions Syz and Tate
yield an equivalence of triangulated categories
TatepAq » A.
Now, let F P DbpCohPV q correspond to M P E-grmod via the BGG correspondence. It
is easy to see thatM can be chosen as a reduced E-module, i.e., it does not contain a non-
zero projective submodule. If we choose a minimal projective and injective resolution in
Construction 2.3, then TatepMq has the property that tensoring with the E´E bimodule k
yields zero differentials in all cohomological degrees. We call such Tate sequences minimal
and denote the minimal Tate sequence of F by TatepFq.
Theorem 2.5. Let ωE be the graded k-dual of E. The minimal Tate sequence of an
object F P DbpCohPV q is of the form
. . . ωE bk
`Àn
i“0 H
ipFp´iqq
˘
ωE bk
`Àn
i“0 H
ipFp´i` 1qq
˘
. . .d
0
where the hypercohomology groups HipFpjqq are regarded as graded k-vector spaces concen-
trated in degree j. Thus, from this cochain complex, we can read off the hypercohomology
groups of F as the socles of the objects.
Proof. If F is a coherent sheaf, then this is [EFS03, Theorem 4.1]. We present an alternative
proof which directly uses the BGG correspondence and works for hypercohomology without
extra effort:
HipFq » HomDbpCoh PV qpOPV ,F risq
» HomE-grmod
`
k, SyzpTatepFqrisq
˘
Now, since we chose TatepFq as a minimal Tate sequence, its syzygy objects are reduced
E-modules. From this, we conclude
HomE-grmod
`
k, SyzpTatepFqrisq
˘
» HomE-grmodpk, SyzpTatepFqrisqq
» socpTatepFqiq0
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where we use that elements in the socle of an E-module M correspond to E-module
homomorphisms k ÑM . Substituting Fpjq for F gives the result in the general case. 
Remark 2.6. Using the natural isomorphism ωE » Ebk
Źn`1
W we can rewrite the objects
of the Tate sequence in Theorem 2.5 in terms of free E-modules:
ωE bk
` nà
i“0
HipFp´iqq
˘
» E bk
` n`1ľ
W bk
nà
i“0
HipFp´iqq
˘
.
2.3. The construction strategy. The BGG correspondence makes it possible to con-
struct objects in DbpCohPV q with prescribed hypercohomology groups. Let T, U be finite
dimensional Z-graded k-vector spaces concentrated in degrees t, u, respectively. Assume
t ­“ u. Let
φ : p
n`1ľ
W bk T q ÝÑ E bk p
n`1ľ
W bk Uq
be a monomorphism of graded vector spaces. By the universal property of free modules,
φ gives rise to a morphism of graded E-modules
pφ : E bk pn`1ľW bk T q ÝÑ E bk pn`1ľW bk Uq
whose kernel is a reduced E-module (it does not contain a non-zero projective submodule).
The natural monomorphism
kerppφq ãÑ E bk pn`1ľW bk T q
is an injective hull (since t ­“ u). Thus, Ebk p
Źn`1
W bkT q is the first object in a minimal
injective resolution of kerppφq. From Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.6 we conclude
(1) H i
´
BGGpkerppφqqp´i` 1q¯ “ " T, for p´i` 1q “ t,
0, else,
for all i P Z. Since pφ does not have to be the next step of a minimal injective resolution, we
cannot give an interpretation for U in terms of hypercohomology groups as well. However,
we will improve this situation when we pass to an equivariant setup in Subsection 2.7.
In conclusion, choosing a monomorphism φ : p
Źn`1
W bk T q ÝÑ E bk p
Źn`1
W bk Uq
defines an object in DbpCohPV q with hypercohomology as shown above. But since our
ultimate goal is the construction of vector bundles, we have to learn how to detect if
BGGpkerppφqq is isomorphic to a vector bundle.
2.4. Cohomology tables of vector bundles. Let F P DbpCohPV q. To simplify nota-
tion, we set hij :“ dimk H
ipFpjqq and refer to
´
hij
¯
i,j
as the cohomology table of F
(even though the table contains the dimensions of hypercohomology groups). We adopt
the convention of [EFS03] and display a cohomology table as follows:
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...
...
...
. . . h2´3 h
2
´2 h
2
´1 . . .
. . . h1´2 h
1
´1 h
1
0 . . .
. . . h0´1 h
0
0 h
0
1 . . .
...
...
...
From its cohomology table, lots of information about F may be deduced. For example,
the following statements are well-known:
‚ F is isomorphic to a coherent sheaf if and only if there exists a u0 P N such that
hij “ 0 for all j ą u0 and i ­“ 0.
‚ F is isomorphic a vector bundle if and only if it is isomorphic to a coherent sheaf
and there exists an l0 P N such that h
i
j “ 0 for all j ă ´l0 and i ­“ n.
Unfortunately, these statements assume that we know the whole cohomology table, whereas
concrete computations usually give us only excerpts bounded to the left and right. Luckily,
it is true that if such an excerpt of a cohomology table of F “looks like” the cohomology
table of a vector bundle, then F is already a vector bundle. The following lemma makes
this statement precise.
Lemma 2.7 (Vector bundle criterion). Let F P DbpCohPV q. Then F is isomorphic to
a vector bundle if and only if its cohomology table has two columns with only one non-zero
entry such that the non-zero entry in the left column is in the n-th row and the non-zero
entry in the right column is in the 0-th row.
...
...
...
...
0 ? . . . ? 0
hnl ? . . . ? 0
0 ? . . . ? 0
...
...
...
...
0 ? . . . ? 0
0 ? . . . ? h0r
0 ? . . . ? 0
...
...
...
...
Proof. We only have to show the “if” direction, which can be deduced from [EFS03, Lemma
7.4]. The reasoning is as follows. Given a cohomology table having an r-th column with
only one non-zero entry h ­“ 0, then the non-zero entries to its right can only lie in the
dark gray range indicated in the following picture:
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...
...
...
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
h ? ? ¨ ¨ ¨
0 ? ? ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
0 ? ? ¨ ¨ ¨
0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
n` 1
To see this, let M denote the r-th syzygy object of TatepFq. Then
M ãÑ TatepFqr Ñ TatepFqr`1 Ñ . . .
is a minimal injective resolution from whose socles we can read off the right part of the
cohomology table. Since taking socles of graded E-modules is a functorial process equiv-
alent to applying HomEpk,´q, we have socpTatepFq
r`iq “ ExtiEpk,Mq for i ě 0. But this
Ext-group can also be computed as a subquotient of HomEpP
i,Mq, where P ‚ is a mini-
mal projective resolution of k. Now, the dark gray range simply consists of those degrees
in which the objects of HomEpP
‚,Mq may be supported. By dualizing M , we have the
following range for the non-zero entries to the left:
...
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ? ? 0
...
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨ ? ? 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ? ? h
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0
...
...
...
n ` 1
Applying these two restrictions to the two columns of our given cohomology table, we can
conclude that the only non-zero entries lie in the following range:
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...
...
...
...
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ ? hnl ? ¨ ¨ ¨ ? 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ? ¨ ¨ ¨ ? 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
...
...
...
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ? ¨ ¨ ¨ ? 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 ? ¨ ¨ ¨ ? h0r ? ¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
...
...
...
...
...
Thus, F corresponds to a vector bundle. 
In [EFS03, Example 7.3], Eisenbud, Fløystad, and Schreyer use this criterion to prove
that a particular object in E-grmod gives rise to the famous Horrocks-Mumford bundle.
2.5. An isomorphism of Grothendieck groups. In this subsection we are going to
work with Chern classes and so we assume that k is an algebraically closed field. We give a
necessary condition for an objectM P E-grmod to correspond (up to translation and twist)
to a vector bundle in DbpCohPV q that can be simply read off from the Hilbert series of M
and thus is computationally much faster than computing (an excerpt of) the cohomology
table. Our main tools are the Grothendieck groups of abelian and triangulated categories.
First, let A be an abelian category. An additive invariant for A consists of an abelian
group H and a map α : ObjpAq Ñ H such that αpBq “ αpAq ` αpCq for all short
exact sequences 0 Ñ A Ñ B Ñ C Ñ 0. The Grothendieck group K0pAq is defined as
the universal additive invariant of A. It can be constructed as the abelian group freely
generated by the the isomorphism classes1 rAs for A P A modulo the relations rAs ´ rBs `
rCs “ 0 for all short exact sequences as above. Any additive invariant α uniquely factors
over the universal map A ÞÑ rAs.
Example 2.8. In the case A “ CohPV , it follows from the Koszul complex and the
existence of resolutions by line bundles that
(2) K0pCohPV q » Zrx, x
´1s{x
n`1ÿ
i“0
p´1qix´i
ˆ
n
i
˙
yZrx,x´1s » xx
0, . . . , xnyZ,
where the first isomorphism identifies the line bundles OPV piq with the indeterminates x
i
for i P Z. In this case, well-known additive invariants for CohPV are the rank and the
Chern polynomial of a coherent sheaf F . From the universal property of the Grothendieck
group, they can be computed as follows: If rF s “
ř
iPZ airOPV piqs for finitely many non-zero
ai P Z, then
rankpFq “
ÿ
iPZ
ai P Z
1To avoid set theoretic issues, we suppose that the isomorphi
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and
chernpFq “
ź
iPZ
p1` ihqai P pZrhs{xhn`1yqˆ
where pZrhs{xhn`1yqˆ denotes the group of units of the ring Zrhs{xhn`1y.
Next, we turn to the Grothendieck group K0pTq of a triangulated category T. It is de-
fined as the abelian group freely generated by the isomorphism classes rT s for T P Tmodulo
the relations rSs ´ rT s ` rUs “ 0 for every distinguished triangle S Ñ T Ñ U Ñ Sr1s.
Since any short exact sequence in an abelian category A induces a distinguished triangle in
DbpAq, we have an inclusion K0pAq ãÑ K0pD
bpAqq that actually is an isomorphism with
K0pD
bpAqq Ñ K0pAq : rC
‚s ÞÑ
ÿ
iPZ
p´1qirH ipC‚qs
as an inverse. In particular, we have an isomorphism K0pCohPV q » K0pD
bpCohPV qq that
allows us to speak about the rank and the Chern polynomial of an arbitrary object in
DbpCohPV q. Moreover, given a triangulated functor F : T Ñ U between triangulated
categories, it functorially induces a well-defined group homomorphism
K0pF q : K0pTq Ñ K0pUq : rT s ÞÑ rF pT qs.
In particular, the BGG equivalence BGG : E-grmod
„
ÝÑ DbpCohPV induces an isomor-
phism
K0pE-grmodq » K0pD
bpCohPV qq
which we are now going to investigate. First, the Grothendieck group of K0pE-grmodq is
given as the quotient K0pE-grmodq{xrP s | P is projectivey. Such a description is actually
valid for every stabilization of an exact category (see [Hap87, Corollary in Section 9.5]).
Now, since every object in E-grmod admits a finite filtration with composition factors in
tkpiq | i P Zu, the group K0pE-grmodq is generated by the classes rkpiqs. Moreover, there
are no relations between these generators because rMs “
ř
iPZ dimkpMiqrkp´iqs encodes
the Hilbert function of M P E-grmod, which is an additive invariant. Thus, we get an
isomorphism
(3) K0pE-grmodq » Zrt, t
´1s{x
n`1ÿ
i“0
ti
ˆ
n
i
˙
yZrt,t´1s
that identifies kp´iq with the indeterminate ti.
Lemma 2.9. Under the identifications (2) and (3), the isomorphism of Grothendieck
groups
K0pE-grmodq » K0pD
bpCohPV qq
induced by the BGG correspondence is given by
Zrt, t´1s{x
n`1ÿ
i“0
ti
ˆ
n
i
˙
yZrt,t´1s ÝÑ Zrx, x
´1s{x
n`1ÿ
i“0
p´1qix´i
ˆ
n
i
˙
yZrx,x´1s
ti ÞÝÑ p´1qix´i
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Proof. Via the BGG correspondence the object kp´iq is sent to OPV piqr´is. Since rT riss “
p´1qirT s P K0pTq for all T in a triangulated category T, the claim follows. 
Corollary 2.10. Let M P E-grmod. Then
rankpBGGpMqq “
ÿ
iPZ
p´1qi dimkpMiq P Z
and
chernpBGGpMqq “
ź
iPZ
p1` ihqp´1q
i dimkpM´iq P pZrhs{xhn`1yqˆ.
Proof. Immediate from Example 2.8 and Lemma 2.9. 
We can now state and prove our necessary condition for being a vector bundle up to
translation and twist that can be read off from the Hilbert series.
Corollary 2.11 (Necessary condition). Let M P E-grmod such that BGGpMq is iso-
morphic to a vector bundle up to translation and twist. Define r :“
ř
iPZp´1q
i dimkpMiq.
We set e :“ 1 if r ă 0, and e :“ 0 otherwise. Then the degree ofź
iPZ
p1` ihqp´1q
i`e dimkpM´iq “ 1` c1h` c2h2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` cnhn P pZrhs{xhn`1yqˆ
is lower or equal to |r|, where c1, . . . , cn P Z.
Proof. Let E be a vector bundle and j P Z such that BGGpMq – Erjs. Then rankpEq “ |r|
and chernpEq “ chernpErj` esq “
ś
iPZp1` ihq
p´1qi`e dimkpM´iq by Corollary 2.10. Now, the
claim follows from the fact that the degree of the Chern polynomial of a vector bundle is
lower or equal to the rank. 
2.6. Equivariant BGG correspondence. Let G be a finite group and k be a splitting
field for G. Assume G acts linearly on V . Then this action extends to an action on E
by Z-graded algebra automorphisms. Now, the BGG correspondence can be lifted to a G-
equivariant setup as follows: let pE¸Gq-grmod denote the category of finitely generated G-
equivariant Z-graded E-modules, i.e., the objects are Z-graded k-vector spacesM equipped
with a graded E-module structure and a G-action compatible with the grading such that
the multiplication map EbM ÑM is G-equivariant, and the morphisms are graded linear
maps compatible with both the E-action and G-action. Then this category is a Frobenius
category by the following lemma.
Lemma 2.12.
(1) Every projective object in pE ¸ Gq-grmod is isomorphic to an object of the form
E b U for some Z-graded finite dimensional G-module U and conversely, every
object of this form is projective.
(2) The classes of projective and injective objects in pE ¸Gq-grmod coincide.
(3) Every object in pE ¸Gq-grmod has a projective and an injective resolution.
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Proof. As a graded E-module, E b U is projective. Since HompE¸Gq-grmodpE b U,´q can
be computed as the composition of the exact functor HomE-grmodpE bU,´q and the exact
functor of invariants, E b U is also projective as an object in pE ¸Gq-grmod.
Given any M P pE ¸ Gq-grmod, the epimorphism pi : M Ñ M{ radpMq, where radpMq
denotes the graded radical of M as an E-module, is a G-equivariant morphism. Since k is
a splitting field of G, pi admits a section on the level of graded G-modules, i.e., a graded
G-module morphism σ : M{ radpMq Ñ M such that pi ˝ σ “ id. Then, the morphism
E b impσq Ñ M : e bm ÞÑ em is a projective cover of M in pE ¸ Gq-grmod, since it is
also a projective cover in E-grmod. If M is projective, then it is its own projective cover
and therefore isomorphic to an object of the form E b U by the uniqueness of projective
covers. Using the duality Homkp´, kq, we get all the corresponding statements for injective
modules. Since Homkp´, kq respects the class of objects of the form E b U , projectives
and injectives coincide. 
By modding out the class of projective-injective objects, we can form the stable category
E ¸G-grmod that equivalently may be described as TateppE ¸ Gq-grmodq (see Theorem
2.4). It is shown in [Flø00, Theorem 9.1.2] that
DbpCoh pPV ¸Gqq » TateppE ¸Gq-grmodq
where DbpCoh pPV ¸Gqq is the bounded derived category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves
on PV . Combining this result with TateppE ¸ Gq-grmodq » E ¸G-grmod, we get our
desired G-equivariant BGG correspondence
DbpCoh pPV ¸Gqq » E ¸G-grmod.
Remark 2.13. It is hard to find an explicit form of the equivariant BGG correspondence
in the literature. The reason for this might be that it seems very likely that one can state
and prove the BGG correspondence internal to an appropriate class of tensor categories
without using any new argument, but simply by using the language of tensor categories.
2.7. Adaption of the construction strategy to the equivariant setup. Let T , U
be finite dimensional Z-graded irreducible G-modules concentrated in degrees t, u, respec-
tively. If t ­“ u, then any monomorphism φ : p
Źn`1
W bk T q ÝÑ E bk p
Źn`1
W bk Uq of
graded G-modules defines a morphism of G-equivariant graded E-modules
pφ : E bk pn`1ľW bk T q ÝÑ E bk pn`1ľW bk Uq
that fits into a minimal Tate sequence. In fact, we have already seen in Subsection 2.3 that
the natural monomorphism kerppφq ãÑ Ebk pŹn`1W bkT q is the injective hull of a reduced
E-module. To see that pφ fits into a minimal Tate sequence it suffices to show that cokerppφq is
a reduced E-module as well. But this follows from the fact that socpEbkp
Źn`1
WbkUqq Ď
imppφq which holds due to the irreducibility of U . So, in addition to equality (1), we also
get
(4) H i
´
BGGpkerppφqqp´i` 2q¯ “ " U, for p´i` 2q “ u,
0, else,
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for all i P Z.
We summarize the context of our construction strategy in the following definition.
Definition 2.14. Let G be a finite group, k a splitting field for G, and let V, T, U
be finite dimensional Z-graded irreducible G-modules concentrated in degrees ´1, t, u,
respectively, such that t ­“ u. We define the associated BGG space as the subset of the
projective space
P
`
HomkG-grmodpp
n`1ľ
W bk T q, E bk p
n`1ľ
W bk Uqq
˘
consisting of those points rφs such that φ is a monomorphism, where E :“
Ź
V and
W :“ HomkpV, kq. We denote this subset by BGGV pT, Uq.
Points in BGGV pT, Uq give rise to objects in D
bpCoh pPV ¸Gqq with hypercohomology
groups given by the equations (1) and (4).
Definition 2.15. Let BGGV pT, Uq be a BGG space consisting of exactly one point
rφs. Then we call the G-equivariant object BGGpkerppφqq P DbpCoh pPV ¸ Gqq strongly
determined.
Remark 2.16. It is easy to see that BGGV pT, Uq is a singleton if and only if
HomkG-grmod
`
p
n`1ľ
W bk T q, E bk p
n`1ľ
W bk Uq
˘
is of dimension 1, and this dimension can be computed as the scalar product of the dual
character associated to p
Źn`1
W bk T q and the character associated to the t`n`1 degree
part of E bk p
Źn`1
W bk Uq.
3. Strongly determined A5-equivariant vector bundles
In this section we work with k “ C. Let A5 “ xp1 2 3 4 5q, p3 4 5qy ď S5 denote the
alternating group on 5 points. The goal of this section is to find all strongly determined
A5-equivariant vector bundles on PV , where V is the unique irreducible A5-representation
of degree 5 (and thus PV » P4). We start by recalling the character table of A5:
pq p1 2qp3 4q p1 2 3q p1 2 3 4 5q p1 2 3 5 4q
χ1 1 1 1 1 1
χ3 3 ´1 ¨ σΦ Φ
σχ3 3 ´1 ¨ Φ σΦ
χ4 4 ¨ 1 ´1 ´1
χ5 5 1 ´1 ¨ ¨
We have Φ “ 1`
?
5
2
with its Galois conjugate σΦ “ 1´
?
5
2
, where σ is the non-trivial element
in the Galois group of QpΦq over Q. By abuse of notation we will use the same symbol
for a character χ and a representation affording χ. If we want to consider a representation
χ as a Z-graded object concentrated in (internal) degree d P Z, we decorate its symbol
with an index: χd. Furthermore, we will highlight the individual steps of our construction
procedure by putting a box around them.
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Step 1: Set V :“ χ5´1.
Note that the k-dual W :“ HompV, kq “ χ51. Furthermore,
Ź5
W “ χ15. In particular,
tensoring a graded representation with
Ź5
W simply shifts its degree by 5. We denote the
set of irreducible characters of A5 by X :“ tχ
1, χ3, σχ3, χ4, χ5u.
Step 2: Find all i P t´1,´2,´3,´4u and ϕ, ψ P X such that BGGV pϕi, ψ0q is a singleton.
This step can be performed by using character theory (see Remark 2.16). The cases i ą 0
and i ă ´5 lead to empty BGG spaces. In the case i “ ´5, every point φ P rBGGV pϕi, ψ0qs
gives us (see Subsection 2.7 for the definition of pφ)
kerppφq – `E bk p 5ľW bk ψ´5q˘ă0
which is the first syzygy object in a resolution of
Ź5
W bk ψ´5 – ψ0 (regarded as a trivial
E-module). Thus, the case i “ ´5 will always give us the A5-equivariant vector bundle
OPV b ψ0p´1q.
Step 3: For pi, ϕ, ψq found in Step 2, let rφs P BGGV pϕi, ψ0q. Compute the morphismpφ : Ebk pŹ5 W bk φiq ÝÑ Ebk pŹ5 W bk ψ0q (see Subsection 2.7). Determine the Hilbert
series of kerppφq and check the necessary condition described in Corollary 2.11.
If the necessary condition does not hold, then repeat Step 3 with the next triple pi, ϕ, ψq
found in Step 2 (if there is any such triple left).
Remark 3.1. It is tempting to think that the computation of the Hilbert series of kerppφq
might work without the computation of the morphism pφ itself, but simply by looking at
the characters of E bk p
Ź5
W bk φiq and E bk p
Ź5
W bk ψ0q. For example, let φi “ χ
4
´2
and ψ0 “ χ
1
0. We enlist the (internal) degree-wise decompositions into characters in the
following table:
deg kerppφq E bk pŹ5 W bk φiq E bk pŹ5 W bk ψ0q
´2 χ4 χ4
´1 χ3 ` σχ3 ` χ4 ` 2χ5 χ3 ` σχ3 ` χ4 ` 2χ5
0 2χ3 ` 2σχ3 ` 3χ4 ` 3χ5 χ1 ` 2χ3 ` 2σχ3 ` 3χ4 ` 3χ5 χ1
1 χ1 ` 2χ3 ` 2σχ3 ` 3χ4 ` 2χ5 χ1 ` 2χ3 ` 2σχ3 ` 3χ4 ` 3χ5 χ5
2 2χ5 χ3 ` σχ3 ` χ4 ` 2χ5 χ3 ` σχ3 ` χ4
3 χ4 χ3 ` σχ3 ` χ4
4 χ5
5 χ1
We can see that the second column is given by subtracting the forth column from the
third column and keeping only those terms with positive coefficient. Interestingly, in the
case that we are interested in (our group equals A5 and V “ χ
5
´1), the decomposition
of kerppφq into characters can always be computed by such a subtraction (a fact that we
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could only check a posteriori, i.e., after having already computed kerppφq). However, this is
only a coincidence and not true in general. Counterexamples exist in the case where our
group equals the symmetric group on 5 points, e.g., if χ denotes the irreducible character
of degree 5 that maps the conjugacy class consisting of order 6 elements to 1, and if sgn
denotes the signum, then V “ φi “ χ´1 and ψ0 “ psgnχq0 provides a counterexample.
We give an example where the necessary condition checked in Step 3 does not hold.
Example 3.2. Let rφs P BGGV pχ
4
´2, χ
1
0q be the unique point and F :“ BGGpkerp
pφqq.
Using the methods described in Subsection 2.5, we can compute
rankpFq “ 2,
chernpFq “ 1´ h ` 3h2 ` 5h3 ` 10h4
up to translation and twist. The necessary condition described in Corollary 2.11 does not
hold and thus, F cannot correspond to a vector bundle up to translation and twist. A
finite excerpt of its cohomology table looks as follows:
140 66 25 6
30 25 20 15 10 4
1
6 25 66 140
If the necessary condition does hold, then we can proceed further.
Step 4: Find a finite excerpt of the cohomology table of BGGpkerppφqq by computing a
few steps of a minimal injective and projective resolution of kerppφq. Check if the criterion
described in Lemma 2.7 holds up to translation and twist.
If kerppφq passed Step 3 but did not correspond to a vector bundle up to translation
and twist, then we would get stuck in Step 4 since we cannot disprove the existence of
the two sparse columns required by Lemma 2.7 by only computing finite excerpts of the
cohomology table. On the other hand, if kerppφq does correspond to a vector bundle, it is
furthermore unclear how many steps are actually needed in the resolutions for finding two
sparse columns. Nevertheless, if Step 4 succeeds, then we have found a strongly determined
A5-equivariant vector bundle on PV . In order to find all such bundles, we have to go back
to Step 3 and proceed with the next triple pi, φ, ψq (if there is any such triple left).
Luckily, in the case that we are examining (our group equals A5 and V “ χ
5
´1), every
kerppφq that passes Step 3 turns out to be a vector bundle.
Example 3.3. We discuss a case where the vector bundle criterion does hold. Let
rφs P BGGV pχ
3
´2, χ
1
0q be the unique point and F :“ BGGpkerp
pφqq. We compute
rankpFq “ 3,
chernpFq “ 1` 2h2 ` 2h3
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up to translation and twist. The necessary condition described in Corollary 2.11 holds,
and so we compute a finite excerpt of the cohomology table:
162 70 21
5 3
1
7 30 81 175
The criterion of Lemma 2.7 also holds, thus, F is (up to translation and twist) a strongly
determined A5-equivariant vector bundle.
For stating the main theorem we need the following definitions from Boij-Söderberg
theory, in which vector bundles with supernatural cohomology play a crucial role (for a
survey of Boij-Söderberg theory, see [Flø12]).
Definition 3.4. For s P N0, a root sequence of length s is a sequence of strictly
decreasing integers
z : z1 ą z2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą zs.
For our convenience, we will expand every such sequence by zi :“ 8 for i ă 1 and zi :“ ´8
for i ą s. We set its associated Hilbert polynomial as
HPzptq :“
1
s!
sź
i“1
pt´ ziq
and its associated cohomology table as
γzpp, qq :“
"
|HPzppq|, for zq ą p ą zq`1,
0, else.
Definition 3.5. Let z be a root sequence. A vector bundle F P CohPn has supernat-
ural cohomology of type z if the cohomology table of F is given by
HqpFppqq “ rankpFq ¨ γzpp, qq.
Now, we summarize the findings of our computations that were performed using the
software packages described in the Appendix A in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. Let V be the unique irreducible A5-representation of dimension 5. Then
all strongly determined A5-equivariant vector bundles on PV are supernatural. All i P
t´1,´2,´3,´4u, and φ, ψ P tχ1, χ3, σχ3, χ4, χ5u such that BGGV pφi, ψ0q is a singleton
whose element corresponds to a vector bundle F (up to translation and twist) can be found
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in the following table, together with the type z of F :
ψ i φ z rank
χ1 ´4 χ5 r0,´2,´3,´4s 4
´2 χ3 r0,´1,´3,´6s 3
´2 σχ3 r0,´1,´3,´6s 3
´1 χ5 r0,´1,´2,´3s 1
χ3 ´3 χ3 r0,´2,´3,´5s 9
´3 σχ3 r0,´2,´3,´5s 9
´2 χ1 r0,´3,´5,´6s 3
´1 χ3 r0,´1,´4,´5s 6
´1 σχ3 r0,´1,´4,´5s 6
´1 χ5 r0,´1,´3,´6s 3
σχ3 ´3 χ3 r0,´2,´3,´5s 9
´3 σχ3 r0,´2,´3,´5s 9
´2 χ1 r0,´3,´5,´6s 3
´1 χ3 r0,´1,´4,´5s 6
´1 σχ3 r0,´1,´4,´5s 6
´1 χ5 r0,´1,´3,´6s 3
χ4 ´1 χ4 r0,´1,´4,´5s 8
χ5 ´4 χ1 r0,´1,´2,´4s 4
´1 χ1 r0,´1,´2,´3s 1
´1 χ3 r0,´3,´5,´6s 3
´1 σχ3 r0,´3,´5,´6s 3
Remark 3.7. The Horrocks-Mumford bundle [HM73] is also a strongly determined equi-
variant vector bundle for its group of symmetries of order 15000, but it does not have
supernatural cohomology.
Appendix A. Software packages
The main tool for our computations is the Cap project (Categories, Algorithms, Pro-
gramming), which is a collection of software packages2 written in GAP. The Cap project
supports the programmer in the implementation of specific instances of categories, like in
our case the category pE¸Gq-grmod of finitely generated G-equivariant Z-graded modules
over the exterior algebra E.
The GAP packages which enable us to work with the category pE ¸ Gq-grmod are
called InternalExteriorAlgebraForCAP and GroupRepresentationsForCAP, and they
are freely available on GitHub.3 Up till now an installation of Magma [BCP97] is also
2Cap’s core system is part of the current GAP release (as of October 2017).
3They are part of the CAP_project repository: https://github.com/sebastianpos/CAP_project.
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needed for a proper usage of our packages, since Magma provides fast linear algebra over
number fields. It is planned to resolve this dependency by switching to open software
alternatives like Nemo [FHHJ15].
Appendix B. Sketch: computing with equivariant modules
We briefly explain how computations within the category pE¸Gq-grmod become feasible
on the computer. To simplify our explanation, we will drop the Z-grading, but it is
straightforward to add it to our setup in the end. The main ideas for computing in
pE ¸Gq-mod are
(1) to reduce all computations to linear algebra,
(2) to keep the resulting matrices small by exploiting G-equivariance.
The first idea is easy to implement since every finitely generated G-equivariant E-module is
in particular a finite dimensional vector space. But the resulting matrices describing the G-
equivariant and E-linear operators within injective/projective resolutions quickly become
very big. A reduction of this growth can be achieved by exploiting the G-equivariance
using category theory in a way that we are now going to explain.
If our ground field k is a splitting field for our finite group G, then, due to Maschke’s
theorem, the category of finite dimensional k-representations of G (denoted by RepkpGq)
is equivalent as an abelian category to finitely many copies of the category of finite dimen-
sional k-vector spaces (denoted by k-vec), where the copies are indexed by the irreducible
representations IrrpGq of G:
(5) RepkpGq »
à
χPIrrpGq
k-vec.
A morphism α between two representations V and W in RepkpGq is modeled by a matrix
of dimension dimpV q ˆ dimpW q which, under the equivalence (5), is transformed into an
IrrpGq-indexed list of matrices whose χ-th entry is an mχ ˆ nχ matrix, where mχ and
nχ are the multiplicities of χ in V and W , respectively. Since this list of matrices may
contain much less data then our original matrix α, we prefer computing in
À
χPIrrpGq k-vec
to computing in RepkpGq. But how can we model the category pE ¸ Gq-grmod in terms
of
À
χPIrrpGq k-vec? The answer lies in the concept of internalization.
Roughly speaking, internalization means reformulating a (maybe classical set-theoretic)
concept in the language of categories equipped with some extra structure. For example,
we may speak about (internal) monoids in any category C with finite products. Such
an (internal) monoid is then defined as an object M P C equipped with morphisms µ :
M ˆM Ñ M and η : 1 Ñ M (where 1 denotes the terminal object in C, which is given
by the empty product) such that the diagrams
M ˆ pM ˆMq pM ˆMq ˆM
M ˆM M ˆMM
»
M ˆ µ µˆM
µ µ
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and
1ˆM M ˆM M ˆ 1
M
η ˆM M ˆ η
» »µ
commute. IfC is the category of sets, thenM is a classical monoid with multiplication map
µ and unit given by the unique element in the image of η. The strength of this definition
lies in the fact that we may vary C. For example, an (internal) monoid in the category of
topological spaces is a topological monoid. An (internal) monoid in the category of groups
is an abelian group.
The diagrammatic definition of an (internal) monoid even makes sense in contexts where
we do not necessarily have products, but simply a bifunctor b : CˆCÑ C, a distinguished
object 1 P C, associator isomorphisms AbpBbCq » pAbBqbC and unitor isomorphisms
1 b A » A b 1 » A natural in A,B,C P C satisfying certain relations. Such categories
are called monoidal categories (see [ML71] for a proper definition). For example, RepkpGq
together with the usual tensor product bk of representations is a monoidal category. An
(internal) monoid in pRepkpGq,bkq is the same as a finite dimensional G-equivariant alge-
bra (like our exterior algebra E “
Ź
V in Subsection 2.6).
Similar to the concept of a monoid, we can also internalize the concept of a left action
of a monoid pM,µ, ηq in any monoidal category pC,bq: an (internal) left action is simply
an object V P C equipped with a morphism µV :M b V Ñ M (encoding the action of M
on V from the left) satisfying the obvious conditions. Again, interpreted in the category
of sets, this is nothing but the usual left action of a monoid on a set. But interpreted in
pRepkpGq,bkq with given (internal) monoid E, the category of (internal) left actions of E
is nothing but pE ¸Gq-mod.
Now, the equivalence (5) can be used to transfer the monoidal structure bk of RepkpGq
to a monoidal structure b1 of
À
χPIrrpGq k-vec, as well as to transfer the (internal) monoid
E to an (internal) monoid E1. The upshot is: the category of (internal) left actions of E1
is still equivalent to pE ¸Gq-mod, but it is now built upon the concise data structure that
represents G-equivariant maps as lists of small matrices. Thus, we have finally found our
effective model in which we can compute with G-equivariant E-modules.
One last remark concerning the transfer of the monoidal structure from RepkpGq toÀ
χPIrrpGq k-vec: the computationally hardest part is the transfer of the associator isomor-
phisms. In our Cap implementation it involves Dixon’s method [Dix93] for constructing
all irreducible representations of a group G as well as the computation of explicit decom-
position isomorphisms of all pairs of tensor products between irreducible representations.
Luckily, for any given group G, such an effort has only to be done once. We simply can
store the resulting associators and reuse them in future sessions (this applies in particular
to the associators that we computed for G “ A5 in order to perform the computations for
this paper).
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